The best overview of production
processes and results and precise
management of your leather stock

Use all the advantages of dataEXPERT for your production control and planning
The dataEXPERT…
◆ gives a detailed production overview when cutting leather hides
◆ provides information about the efficiency of your production process
◆ presents historic leather consumption figures
◆ provides a complete database for your calculations and evaluation
◆ gives information about all available leather hides in stock
◆ acts as the basis for calculations in your purchasing department
◆ offers the ability to compare suppliers

Make use of the dataEXPERT production
overview
Get a detailed production overview
when cutting leather

Take advantage of pre-calculation,
calculation and evaluation

dataEXPERT offers you all the important data
about your production process in an easyto-read display. You can check the daily,
monthly and yearly production output for
each workstation. You can also evaluate
information about your leather consumption
and orders at any time.

The data foundation within dataEXPERT
offers you many possibilities. Pre-calculate
the base leather cost for a new model
without cutting. Optimize patterns for new
models using representative leather hides.
Perform different types of evaluations
depending on leather consumption and
specific suppliers. Calculate future prices
reliably, before you make a cut. Use data
from past orders to calculate and evaluate
possible solutions for future orders and
leather types.

Check the efficiency of your
production
dataEXPERT offers different ways to
evaluate the efficiency of your production
process. Stay informed about the work of
several employees or workstations. Check
the processing time required at different
steps in your process. View both yield and
waste figures for the current production run
or for past orders. Finally, view this
information for your complete facility, or for
a specific order.

Stay informed about past leather
consumption
With dataEXPERT you can view information
about the average yield of every leather finish
and colour, at any time. Additionally, this data
can be compared across different suppliers
of the same leather type. This gives your
purchasing department concrete and
reliable information for their future sourcing
decisions.

Administer your leather stock
Retrieve information about the available
leather finishes and colours in your current
stock, whenever you need it.

Compare your suppliers
The detailed data in dataEXPERT gives you
information about delivered leather quantity
and quality. At any time, view the results from
the system's hide capture and compare
these results with the records of your
supplier. This comparison and control lets
you react quickly when there is a
discrepancy.
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